Modern Marriage

By
Uncle Paul’s Quilting Company

Fabric Requirements:
6 ½ yd – Fabric A – Background – While/Light Green Batik
1 ½ yd – Fabric B – Large “Focus” Square – Blue Floral Batik
1 ¼ yd – Fabric C – Large Tile Square – Blue/Green Batik
½ yd – Fabric D – Medium Tile Square – Aqua Batik
¼ yd – Fabric E – Small Tile Square – Navy Blue Batik
1/3 yd – Fabric G – Corner Tile Square – Light Green Batik

This quilt is ideal for using scraps and smaller pieces of fabric. Check cutting requirement for needed “squares” of fabric if you wish to create a scrappy version.

Cutting Instructions:
Fabric A – Cut 2 – 25 ½” strips, sub-cut into 2 – 25 ½” x 25 ½” squares, cut 10 – 5 ½” strips, sub-cut into 2 – 5 ½” x 40” strips, 6 – 25 ½” x 5 ½” rectangles, 2 – 5 ½” x 15 ½” rectangles, 6 – 5 ½” x 10 ½” rectangles, and 6 – 5 ½” x 5 ½” squares; Cut 14 – 4 ½” strips; Cut 3 – 3 ½” strips, sub-cut into 2 – 3 ½” x 15 ½” rectangles, 2 – 3 ½” x 9 ½” rectangles and 6 – 3 ½” x 3 ½” squares.

Fabric B – Cut 2 – 25 ½” x 25 ½” squares
Fabric C – Cut 3 – 10 ½” strips, sub-cut into 10 – 10 ½” x 10 ½” squares
Fabric D – Cut 2 – 5 ½” strips, sub-cut into 10 – 5 ½” x 5 ½” squares.

Fabric E – Cut 1 – 3 ½” strips, sub-cut into 10 – 3 ½” x 3 ½” squares.
Fabric F – Cut 1 – 9 ½” strip, sub-cut into 2 – 9 ½” x 9 ½” squares.

Construction:
1. Using 2 – 25 ½” squares of Fabric B, 2 – 25 ½” x 15 ½” and 2 – 25 ½” x 40 ½” rectangles of Fabric A, create two of the following units. Press seams toward Fabric A.

2. Using the 10 – 10 ½” x 10 ½” squares of Fabric C and 6 – 5 ½” x 10 ½” rectangles of Fabric A, create two of each of the following units: Press Seams toward Fabric C.
3. Using the 10 – 5½" x 5½" squares of Fabric D and 6 – 5½" x 5½" rectangles of Fabric A, create two of each of the following units: Press Seams toward Fabric C.

4. Using the 10 – 3½" x 3½" squares of Fabric E and 6 – 3½" x 3½" rectangles of Fabric A, create two of each of the following units: Press Seams toward Fabric C.

5. Using the 2 – 9½" x 9½" squares of Fabric F and 2 – 3½" x 9½" rectangles of Fabric A, create two of each of the following units: Press Seams toward Fabric F.

6. Using the 2 – 3½" x 15½" and 2 – 5½" x 15½" rectangles of Fabric A and the units created in steps 5 and 4, create two of the following units. Press all seams toward Fabric A.

7. Using the 2 – 5½" x 15½" and 2 – 5½" x 25½" rectangles of Fabric A and the units created in steps 3 and 6, create two of the following units. Press all seams toward Fabric A.

8. Using the 2 – 5½" x 25½" and 2 – 5½" x 40½" rectangles of Fabric A and the units created in steps 2 and 7, create two of the following units. Press all seams toward Fabric A.
9. Using 2 – 4½" x 40½" strips of Fabric A and the units from Step 1 and Step 8, create 2 of the following units, pressing seams toward Fabric A.

10. Join all remaining 4½" strips of Fabric A together to create a single strip.

11. Measure the length (long measurement) of the quilt through the center. Cut three 4½" strips to this size. Join the pieced section with the three strips. Press seams toward Fabric A.

12. Measure the length of the quilt through the center cut 2 – 4½" strips of Fabric A. Attach the strips to either side of the quilt. Press seams toward Fabric A.

13. Top is now ready to layer with back & batting, quilt and bind.
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